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ABOUT US
Aviva Equipment Pvt. Ltd. a professionally managed company was incorporated in the year 2011 under the 

guidance of a visionary Mr. Bharat Shah. The sole objective for which this company was formed to provide 

quality dairy and pharma equipment and solutions to make dairy and pharma industry to make their product 

market ready. AEPL. is engaged in manufacturing of Industrial Washing Equipments (Can Washer, Crate 

Washer, Can Conveyor, Can Scrubber, Crate Conveyor), Milk Unloading Equipments ( Milk Weigh Bowl- 

Double Outlet, Milk Can Conveyor ), Milk Storage Tank & Silos (VMST Tank, Cream Storage Tank, Curd Making 

Tank, Paneer Coagulation Tank, Ice cream Aging Tank, Kulfi Preparation Tank, Flavour Mixing Tank, HMST 

Tank Milk Silos), Online Pasteurization, Scada System For Plant Opration, Skid Mounted CIP SYSTEM, Cheese 

and Paneer Equipments (Pressing Module With Panner hoops, Dipping Module, Paneer Vat), Ghee & Butter 

Equipments (Butter Melting Vat, Ghee Boiler, Butter Trolley), Bulk milk coolers , Instant Chilling plant and 

with the inclusion of Mr. Jay Bharat Shah the company has successfully landed its foot prints in the countries 

like ...Kenya,Uganda, Malawi,Zambia and so many.... From a humble beginning we have emerged as a compa-

ny with unparallel expertise and have developed the requisite capabilities to provide in effective solutions to 

augment the future of dairy business. We believe that "Big Things always have a small beginnings".

VISION

MISSION

Our vision is to make world class dairy and pharma equipments to enable our dairy and pharma
 industry fraternity to grow sustainably with enhanced productivity and higher profitability.

Inspire sustained growth for our FARMERS who have engaged in long-term partnerships
 with us.

Nature of Business
Manufacturer

2011

Manufacturing and
 Exporter of Dairy 

Equipment And
 Machines

MR. BHARAT SHAH 30

Founder Total Number
 of Employees

Year Of
Establishment

Industry



          Spread across an area of 1700 Square Meters, Our 
infrastructure exudes modernity from floor to ceiling. We 
have specialized equipment to ensure optimum levels of 
production of any scale, including accommodating customi-
zation requirements. Careful consideration is given to each 
manufacturing process by professionals who thoroughly 
ensure all protocols are followed diligently.

Infrastructure

           Aviva is an ISO 9001 : 2011 certified company, with 
quality at its helm. We understand the critical nature of 
quality in the dairy industry and hence enforce both internal 
and global quality protocols. We religiously ensure:

Paradigms of Quality

        Research is the heart of Aviva. We devote countless 
man‐hours to ensure that we deliver our clients with not 
just world‐class products but also functional innovations 
that add value to their processes. To date, we have created 
several patented products that are the heart of India's 
dairy industry.

Research Wing

Materials from only trusted sources are used.

A multi-level purification process is done on all equipment.

A virtually zero contamination environment is maintained 
throughout our premises.

Meticulous quality checks are performed on all equipment.

All client quality specifications are followed to the letter.

OUR CAPABILITIES



Paradigms of Quality

OUR CORE VALUE

        At the core of our business is the 
deep belief that we work as a team 
and in cooperation with our clients. 
We develop strong relationships built 
on mutual trust and respect every 
step of the way. Our goal is to act as 
an extension of your business, provi-
ding you with experience and value 
that will help you be more successful 
in your business, which in turn will 
help us be more successful in our 
business.

        We believe that without commit-
ment there is only promise and hope 
and there is no result. There is 
always a way with sacrifice! We are 
committed to delivering “what we” 
said and exactly “when” we will tell 
our customers. We also guarantee 
the performance parameters of our 
equipment process to ensure that 
our customers receive exactly what 
we have agreed.

Commitment

             Integrity is fundamental to 
us. Our commitment to integrity 
means we always do what is right 
and for the welfare of people, not 
what is easy. We think straight and 
act straight.

Integrity

            As we strive to provide 
high-quality equipments and servi-
ces, we know it is important to have 
a challenging "status quo" for any 
internal process. We are trying to set 
new standards and raise the bar. 
This means that we are always 
looking for better ways to get things 
done for our equipments, our custo-
mers, and our organizations.

Excellence

Creating Client
Partnerships

        As humans, we do learn the most 
from making mistakes. But with 
mistakes, there is a tendency to lay 
blame or justify. There is a thin line 
that separates responsibility and 
blame. At Aviva, we train ourselves 
consciously to ensure that we do not 
slip below the line. We aim to remain 
always above the line by taking the 
authority given to execute work 
proactively, take responsibility for the 
duty assigned to the position we hold, 
and always remain accountable to our 
superiors and clients.

Authority, Responsibility & 
Accountability



Dairy

Beverages, Food

Fruits & Vegetables

Yogurt And Curd

Allied Industry 



We deal in a diverse range of Equipments finishing equipment. 
Our company supplies Industrial Washing Equipment which 
are available in various sizes in the market.
These automatic and auto-timed machines are capable of 
washing all kinds of spares. We follow the industrial standards 
and norms while manufacturing these high-tech machines.

Industrial Washing Equipments

We bring Milk Crate Conveyors, applicable in various FMCG 
and other types of industries. These are automatic systems 
with crate conveyors, which are highly useful in conveying 
of crates and boxes in a plant. Made from high quality raw 
materials, these Auto Crate Conveying Systems are highly 
beneficial for all types of crates.

Milk Can & Crate Conveyor

Our organization is counted among the most distinguished 
exporters and suppliers of Weigh Bowls. The offered bowls 
are widely used to weigh milk and also used for other 
dairy products. These bowls are developed at the vendors' 
premises using best grade steel, which is coated with anti 
corrosives.Customers can avail these weigh bowls from 
us at market-leading prices.

Milk Weigh Bowl- Dump Tank

Our Designed pasteurizers are used to produce a wide 
range of dairy products such as liquid milk (whole / stan-
dardized / skim), Paneer/cheese milk, yogurt milk, kefir 
milk, fresh cheese milk, whipping cream, Cream, and 
others , available in capacities from 500 - 30,000 LPH and 
provision manual Fully automated

Online Pasteurizer

OUR PRODUCTS



Cleaning of Equipments is the most critical job in food proces-
sing industry. Very effective cleaning of the equipment is 
required For hygienic processing and maintaining the quality 
of the product. The Automatic Cleaning-In-Place (CIP) system
designed by us makes it possible to have very effective and 
economical cleaning of all types of process equipment and 
interconnecting pipes and fittings with minimum wastage of 
detergents and water. 
Applications: Dairy / Beverages / Food / Pharma                            

CIP SYSTEM 

The shear pump is heart of powder mixing unit. Specially 
designed shear pump along with Ventures suction of 
powder and dumping funnel are main components in skid.                                                                  
- Pectin dissolving 
- Ice cream mix              
- Starch and xanthan gum     

Powder Mixing System

Various types of tanks in SS material are manufactured 
with the required finish and quality. We use specially 
manufactured laser welded jackets for tanks.
- insulated tanks
- jacketed tanks
- outdoor silos
we have manufactured tanks from 100 liters to 150,000 
liters capacity tanks tray.

 Storage Tank & Silos

These are designed and assembled under industry requi-
rements using certified grade raw materials. Our paneer 
and cheese presses are reasonably priced and highly 
acknowledged for their unique designs, durable
construction, effective performance, corrosion resistance, 
and trouble-free operation.

Pressing Module With
Panner hoops

Materials from only trusted sources are used.

A multi-level purification process is done on all equipment.

A virtually zero contamination environment is maintained 
throughout our premises.

Meticulous quality checks are performed on all equipment.

All client quality specifications are followed to the letter.



Chilled Water Tank -Insulated  Tank (Soaking tank) With 
Trolley and Cages With Pneumatic Lifting arrangement

PANEER DIPPING VAT

Butter Melting Vat is used to melt the butter before making 
GHEE. Made of SS 304 with sanitary finish. Capacity can be 
designed as per requirements. Demanded in dairy and 
butter processing industries, TechQu provides this product 
with temperature control feature for melted butter and hot 
water.

Butter Melting Vat

Paneer Coagulation tank With Acid Spray Nozzles at the 
Top and Pneumatically actuated Citric acid dosing on/ Off 
Valve With agitator with Lifting arrangments

Paneer Coagulation tank

We manufacture a comprehensive range of Ghee Boiling 
Kettles. These ghee boiling kettles are manufactured 
using premium grade raw materials and as per the prevai-
ling quality standards of the industry. We also customized 
these kettles as per the specifications provided by our 
esteemed clients. Moreover, these are offered at competi-
tive market prices.

Ghee Boiler

Materials from only trusted sources are used.

A multi-level purification process is done on all equipment.

A virtually zero contamination environment is maintained 
throughout our premises.

Meticulous quality checks are performed on all equipment.

All client quality specifications are followed to the letter.



Aviva Equipments has gained immense recognition in offering 
a quality assured array of Butter Trolley. This trolley is widely 
used for storing and keeping butter in large amount. Provided 
trolley manufactured with utmost precision by making use of 
excellent grade metal alloy with the help of modern technolo-
gy under the guidance of skilled professionals          

Butter Trolley

we provide automation solutions to the food & dairy proces-
sing industry. We also undertake revamping & moderniza-
tion of the existing food processing plants to a suitable 
automation level.
 Features
 - process Automation Development as per Function 
description & customer-specific process
 - standardized MIS reports & SCADA development
- Complete Hardware supply solutions
- Competent team for development & commissioning                      

Automation Engineering

Valve Cluster, which is an indispensable element of the highest 
level of automation and hygiene facilities, is one of the automation 
elements that Aviva Engineering specially designed for customer 
needs with its high engineering quality. As Aviva Engineering, we 
design Valve Cluster according to customer needs and we make 
automation integration by assembling the field after production. In 
Valve Clusters
• Mixproof GEA/alfa laval/IDMC valves are used with ASI  protocol 
connection system.
• Normally Closed to Normally Open They are EHEDG Hygienic 
Design certificate Valves with Material Analysis (3.1) and Material 
Approval (2.2) certificates, which can be turned easily without any 
additional parts.
• In addition, the need to keep spare parts in the facility is reduced 
with only 3 different actuator options such as DN15-DN65, 
DN80-100, DN125-150.

Valve Cluster & Automation

- Queuing function
- Product recovery by water push
- Interlocks
- Errors
- Password levels
- Equipment status memory (flag)
- Event log
- Alarm handling
- MIS Reports

Automation software features



Complete lines for Tomato paste, sauce, juice, peeled/diced 
Tomatoes. We have developed innovative equipment to 
process tomatoes into a variety of products, such as peeled 
tomatoes, diced tomatoes, pastes, ketchups, sauces, juices, 
purees, and more. Tomatoes are blanched and pulped with 
water delivered from a high-end water filtration system, 
following which their juice / concentrate is extracted using 
hot break and cold break technology using single and double 
stage Turbo Extractors. They are then sterilized and pasteu-
rized and go through an aseptic filler designed especially for 
viscous food products. Finally, they are packaged to retain 
their freshness, resulting in a high-quality end product.

Tomato Processing

Complete processing lines for all kinds of Fruits & Clear 
Juices. The increased interest in improved health has led to 
a higher demand for fruits and vegetables juices. Our clear 
juice processing line is designed to produce and process 
clear juice from apples, berries, cherries, and pomegrana-
tes. Fruit sterilization, first- and second-stage extraction, 
concentration, clarification, pulp purification, and aseptic 
processing are the stages in which clear fruit juices are 
produced in an extremely gentle manner and a temperatu-
re-controlled environment to retain their original flavor
and colour. Advanced heat treatment and falling film evapo-
ration technology is then used to fill and package the juices, 
keeping them fresh for months.

Fruit & Clear Juices

Complete processing lines for Fruit Puree Fruits and 
vegetables purees offer year-round availability of 
otherwise seasonal fruits and vegetables. The process of 
manufacturing and processing these purees begins with 
the thorough washing of the fruits and vegetables and the 
removal of stems, cores, and seeds. It then proceeds to 
enzyme deactivation, and then aseptic packaging. With 
evaporation and then pasteurization, the pulp of the fruits 
and vegetables are reduced into a pure concentrate. We 
offer top-of-the-line equipment for fruits and vegetables 
puree lines and include cold extraction technology to 
ensure the freshness of the concentrate and to help retain 
its inherent taste and fragrance.

Fruit Puree

The latest technology for Sterilization & Aseptic filling. Aseptic 
processing involves the packaging of primarily liquid products 
under highly sterile conditions of products that can be stored at 
room temperature without requiring refrigeration. This prolongs 
their life from months to years. The main steps include thermal 
sterilization, packaging material sterilization, and maintenance 
of sterility in the packaging process. Our aseptic plants are 
equipped with state-of-the-art technology to ensure Ultra-High 
Temperature (UHT) Sterilization, including Mono Head Aseptic 
Fillers, Double Mobile Head Aseptic Fillers, and mixing tanks for 
diced products, Tube-in-tube Sterilizers, and Piston Pumps for 
diced products. Our plants function under strict regulations to 
ensure a completely sterile environment for the processing and 
packaging of foods.

Aseptic Plants

Materials from only trusted sources are used.

A multi-level purification process is done on all equipment.

A virtually zero contamination environment is maintained 
throughout our premises.

Meticulous quality checks are performed on all equipment.

All client quality specifications are followed to the letter.



Complete processing lines for all kinds of Fruits Concentrator. The increased interest in improved health has 

led to a higher demand for fruits and vegetables juices. Our clear fruit concentrator processing line is designed 

to produce and process concentrator from apples, berries, cherries, and pomegranates. Fruit sterilization, 

first- and second-stage extraction, concentration, clarification, pulp purification, and aseptic processing are 

the stages in which clear fruit juices are produced in an extremely gentle manner and a temperatre-controlled 

environment to retain their original flavor and colour.Advanced heat treatment and falling film evaporation 

technology is then used to fill and package the juices, keeping them fresh for months.

Fruit Concentrator
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DUMP TANK

MILK PUMP

The Cylindrical vertical, rabge 
varies from 100-2000 lts. It is 
compact, robust, and easy to 

clean. 

the half-cylindrical horizontal, 
range varies from 1000-2000 
Lts. It is easy to use, and clean 
and can be equipped with a 
manual & automatic washing 

system.

The fully enclosed, Cylindrical 
horizontal range varies from 
3000-5000 Lts. It is compact, 
robust, and easy to clean. It 
can be installed indoors as 

well as outdoor.

The fully enclosed, Cylindrical 
horizontal range varies from 
10000 Lts. It is compact, 
robust, and easy to clean. It 
can be installed indoors as 

well as outdoor.



Instant Chilling Plant With Bulk Milk Cooler



The latest technology for Sterilization & Aseptic filling. Aseptic 
processing involves the packaging of primarily liquid products 
under highly sterile conditions of products that can be stored at 
room temperature without requiring refrigeration. This prolongs 
their life from months to years. The main steps include thermal 
sterilization, packaging material sterilization, and maintenance 
of sterility in the packaging process. Our aseptic plants are 
equipped with state-of-the-art technology to ensure Ultra-High 
Temperature (UHT) Sterilization, including Mono Head Aseptic 
Fillers, Double Mobile Head Aseptic Fillers, and mixing tanks for 
diced products, Tube-in-tube Sterilizers, and Piston Pumps for 
diced products. Our plants function under strict regulations to 
ensure a completely sterile environment for the processing and 
packaging of foods.

Certificates

FEDERATION OF INDIAN EXPORT ORGANISATIONS
(Set up by Ministry of Commerce, Government of India)

C-701 / C-702, THE FIRST, B/H. KESHAVBAUG PARTY PLOT, B/H. ITC NARMADA
HOTEL, NR. SHIVALIK HIGH STREET, OFF 132’FT RING ROAD,VASTRAPUR,

AHMEDABAD-380015

Registration - Cum - Membership Certificate
(ENDORSEMENT - SHEET)

RCMC NO.:AHD/508/2020-2021
1. Name of Exporter : AVIVA EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
2. IEC Number : 0812003993
3. Address of

(i)Registered/Head Office : E-503, TITANIUM CITY CENTRE, NR. SACHIN TOWER,
ANANDNAGAR ROAD, SATELLITE,
AHMEDABAD
380015
Gujarat

Ref. Validity of RCMC
The validity of this RCMC is further extended upto '31/03/2022'

(Signature of competent officer)
Name : Jayprakash Shyam

Sunder Goel
Designation : Deputy Director

Seal :
Date of Issue : 09/04/2021

1

Government of India
Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Directorate General of Foreign Trade
Office of the Additional Director General of Foreign Trade, Ahmedabad

3rd Floor, HUDCO Bhavan,Ishvar Bhuvan Road, Navrangpura,AHMEDABAD

Importer-Exporter Code

This is to certify that AVIVA EQUIPMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED is issued an
Importer-Exporter Code (IEC) 0812003993 with details as follows -

IEC 0812003993

/ )नपै(.सं ाताख ई PAN AAECP1248E

फ  का नाम/Firm Name AVIVA EQUIPMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED

गम  कृ  /Nature of

Concern
Private Limited

जा  नेरक  ता ख/Date of

Issue
22/05/2012

पता/Registered Address

E-503,TITANIUM CITY CENTRE,NR., SACHIN
TOWER,ANANDNAGAR RD, Contact No: 079-26440952,
SATELLITE,AHMEDABAD , GUJARAT, AHMADABAD, GUJARAT,
380015

धारक का नाम / Name of the

Signatory
BHARAT BHIKHALAL SHAH

Director / Partner Details Refer online at https://dgft.gov.in or scan the QR Code

शाखा/इकाई /Branch Details Refer online at https://dgft.gov.in or scan the QR Code

Last Modified : 07/05/2022
File Number : AHDIECPAMEND00003059AM23

Note : This is a system-generated certificate. Authenticity / Updated details of the IEC can be checked at
official DGFT website https://dgft.gov.in by entering the IEC and Firm Name under Services > View Any
IEC Details. You can also authenticate the certificate by scanning the QR code.
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Our Clients 

Member of

UGANDAMALAYSIA
KENYA

KOTA ZILA DUGDH UTPADAK
SAHKARI SANGH LTD.

Dubai

Kenya



W O R L D  W I D E

India  |  Kenya  |  Tanzania  |  Uganda  | Malawi 
  Bangladesh  |  Zimbabwe  |  Zambia | Dubai | Malaysia

And many more.....

Warehouse F1, Likoni Road Junction, 35 Enterprise Road, Nairobi, Kenya

sales@avivaequipments.com www.avivaequipments.com

+91 9825304691   |  +254 703694633

31/3, Saptrushi Estate, Girnar Scooter Compound, Bh. Shabri Restaurant, 
Odhav Ring Road, Ahmedabad-382415, Gujarat, India.

FOLLOW ON


